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Particle production and effective thermalization in inhomogeneous mean field theory
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As a toy model for dynamics in nonequilibrium quantum field theory we consider the Abelian Higgs model
in 111 dimensions with fermions. In the approximate dynamical equations, inhomogeneous classical~mean!
Bose fields are coupled to quantized fermion fields, which are treated with a mode function expansion. The
effective equations of motion imply e.g. Coulomb scattering, due to the inhomogeneous gauge field. The
equations are solved numerically. We define time dependent fermion particle numbers with the help of the
single-time Wigner function and study particle production starting from inhomogeneous initial conditions. The
particle numbers are compared with the Fermi-Dirac distribution parametrized by a time dependent tempera-
ture and chemical potential. We find that the fermions approximately thermalize locally in time.

PACS number~s!: 11.10.Kk, 05.70.Ln, 11.10.Wx, 11.15.Kc
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I. INTRODUCTION

One issue that is of considerable interest in nonequi
rium quantum field theory is equilibration and thermaliz
tion. An understanding of this is crucial for knowledge
e.g. the rate at which a quark-gluon plasma forms in he
ion collisions or the rate at which a Bose gas thermali
locally in time during evaporative cooling. In cosmology, t
study of the~pre!heating of the universe at the end of infl
tion has become a topic of its own.

Real time evolution of quantum fields can in general n
be solved exactly. A popular approach in nonequilibriu
field theory is then to use largeN or Hartree-like approxima-
tions, in which coupled equations for mean fields and th
fluctuations are solved self-consistently@1–7#. In many treat-
ments available in the literature, the mean fields are take
be homogeneous. Thermalization may be difficult to achi
in these approximations@2–6# ~see in this respect also@8#!.
Another approach is to treat the dynamics of the low m
mentum modes classically@9,10#.

In this paper we study numerically the real time dynam
in the Abelian Higgs model in 111 dimensions, extende
with fermions. The choice of model is motivated by ele
troweak baryogenesis@11#, e.g. according to the scenario
Ref. @12#. We use a largeN approximation in which the Bose
fields are treated as mean fields and the fermion fields
the role of fluctuations. Previous numerical studies of ferm
ons in real time have been restricted to homogeneous m
fields, with @5,6# or without @13# back reaction. Instead, in
our case the mean fields are inhomogeneous and they
the full non-linear classical field equations including t
back reaction of the fermions. This back reaction is rep
sented by mode functions which obey the Dirac equation
the presence of the mean fields. Loosely speaking, the e
tive equations describe a collection of quantum mechan
particles~the fermion modes! coupled to classical fields~the
mean fields!. The particles therefore interact and scat
among themselves as in classical electrodynamics. In
ticular Coulomb forces, screened by the Higgs field, are
pected to play an important role.

We focus on the following dynamical problem: initially
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all the energy is contained in a few long wavelengths of
Bose fields, and the fermions are in a vacuum state. This
nonequilibrium situation and in the course of time energy
transferred towards the fermionic degrees of freedom, p
ducing fermion particles. A motivation is partly given b
inflation, where at the end of inflation the energy stored
the inflaton field is transferred to other degrees of freedo
leading to the ~pre!heating of the universe~see e.g.
@3,6,13,14#!.

In the presence of spacetime dependent mean fields
identification of particles is usually based on the concep
adiabatic particle numbers@2–6#. If the model can be de-
scribed in terms of weakly coupled quasiparticles, it sho
also be possible to deduce a particle number directly fr
correlation functions. In a gauge theory, simple correlat
functions such as the fermion two-point function are n
gauge invariant and the calculation would have to be p
formed in a fixed gauge. This introduces an ambiguity as
whether the resulting particle number depends on the ga
However, physical observables calculated in terms of th
particle numbers should come out gauge independent.
other possibility is to use a gauge invariant modification
the two-point function. There are several ways in which t
can be done and a simple one is by including a para
transporter between the two fermion fields at different poi
in space. This gives a close connection to the Wigner fu
tion.

The Wigner function has a long history in transport theo
and quantum kinetic theory@15#. It has been used to find
approximative ways to deal with dynamical issues in out-
equilibrium plasmas. Recently, the Wigner function has be
used quite extensively to derive transport equations that c
tain the same physics as the hard thermal loops
(311)-dimensional gauge plasmas@16#. A comparison be-
tween so-called covariant and single-time formulations
given in @17#. In this paper we use the single-time Wign
function, not for dealing with the dynamics, but merely as
tool for identifying the particle number. We solve the micr
scopic dynamics numerically in the largeN approximation
and then calculate the single-time Wigner function. Aft
averaging over space and a short interval in time
©1999 The American Physical Society02-1
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GERT AARTS AND JAN SMIT PHYSICAL REVIEW D61 025002
smoothen the effect of oscillating Bose fields, we extract
particle number by comparing the Wigner function with th
of a free fermion gas. This approach is obviously only va
when the theory is relatively weakly coupled and a desc
tion in terms of quasiparticles makes sense.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introdu
the model and give the effective equations of motion. A d
cussion of the particle number from the fermion two-po
function and the Wigner function is given in Sec. III. In Se
IV, we present numerical results for the real time evoluti
and the time dependent particle number, starting from a n
equilibrium initial state. To see whether the particles are
fectively thermalized, we compare the particle numbers w
the Fermi-Dirac distribution depending on the time dep
dent temperature and chemical potential. The results
summarized in the Conclusion. The equations are solved
merically on a lattice in space and time. Some aspects of
lattice implementation are briefly described in Appendix
Details relating the Wigner function and the gauge fixed tw
point function are given in Appendix B.

We refer to our previous paper@7# for more details on the
model, the effective equations of motion, and a discussio
the lattice implementation.

II. ACTION AND MEAN FIELD EQUATIONS OF MOTION

We consider the Abelian Higgs model in 111 dimen-
sions, withnf52 flavors of fermions. The action reads

S52E d2xF 1

4e2
FmnFmn1~Dmf!* Dmf1l~f* f2v2/2!2

1c̄ ig
m~]m2 iqAm!c i1

1

2 (
i

~Gic i
TC †f* c i

2Gi c̄ iCfc̄ i
T!G .

Here Fmn5]mAn2]nAm , Dm5]m2 iAm , C denotes the
charge conjugation matrix andc̄5c†b. An explicit repre-
sentation for the gamma matrices isg15s1 , C5b5 ig0

5s2, andg552g0g15s3. Space is a circle with circum
ferenceL and the Bose~fermion! fields obey~anti!periodic
boundary conditions. Other conventions can be found in@7#.
The choice of this model, in particular the form of th
Yukawa coupling, is motivated by electroweak baryogene
but we will not elaborate on those aspects here~see instead
@7#!. The fermion field carries a flavor indexi 51,25nf and
the Yukawa couplingGi depends on the flavor:G152G2
[G. Local gauge symmetry acts asf→ei jf, c i→eiqjc i ,
Am→Am1]mj, with q5 1

2 , so that the Yukawa term is gaug
invariant. In this paper we restrict ourselves, however,
massless fermions and put the Yukawa term to zero,G50.

The global symmetryc i→eivg5c i is broken in the quan-
tum theory due to the axial anomaly, and

]m j 5
m5nf

1

4p
emnFmn5nf]mCm,
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with the axial currentj 5
m5 i c̄ ig

mg5c i and the Chern-Simons
currentCm5emnAn/2p. A change in the axial charge is pro
portional to a change in the Chern-Simons number

Q5~ t !2Q5~0!5nf@C~ t !2C~0!#, ~2.1!

with Q5(t)5*dx j5
0(x,t), andC(t)52(2p)21*dx A1(x,t).

As in the electroweak theory, integer values of the Che
Simons number label the non-trivial vacua of the boso
theory. Theq5 1

2 charged fermions change the periodicity
the classical bosonic ground state: only vacua with Che
Simons numbers that differ an even integer~instead of any
integer! are connected by large gauge transformations. T
vacua are separated by finite energy barriers, the sphal
configuration at half integerC.

As an approximation to solve the dynamics, we treat
Bose fields as mean fields and the fermion fields as fluc
tions. A formal derivation can be given by duplicating th
fermion fieldsN times and taking the largeN limit, after a
proper rescaling of the coupling constants and fields@1,7#.
The resulting equations are~in the A050 gauge!

]0
2A1~x,t !5e2@ j h

1~x,t !1^ j f
1~x,t !&#, ~2.2!

]0
2f~x,t !5D1

2f~x,t !22l@ uf~x,t !u22v2/2#

3f~x,t !, ~2.3!

together with Gauss’ law

]1]0A1~x,t !52e2@ j h
0~x,t !1^ j f

0~x,t !&#. ~2.4!

The scalar contribution to the current,j h
m , is given by

j h
m~x,t !5 i „Dmf~x,t !…* f~x,t !2 if* ~x,t !Dmf~x,t !.

~2.5!

The fieldsA1 and f represent mean fields, which can b
inhomogeneous in general,

A1~x,t ![^A1~x,t !&, f~x,t ![^f~x,t !&.

The fermion contribution to the current is

j f
m~x,t !5

q

2
i @c̄ i~x,t !,gmc i~x,t !#,

and its expectation value represents the fermion back r
tion. The commutator ensures that the current is odd un
charge conjugation.

The most demanding part of this approach is the calcu
tion of the back reaction. In the case of homogeneous m
fields, the usual manner is to use a mode function expans
We use the same method in the inhomogeneous case as

The back reaction is calculated by expanding the ferm
fields in a complete set of eigenspinors of the initial Dir
Hamiltonian att50. This leads to a mode function expa
sion:

c i~x,t !5(
p

@bpiupi~x,t !1dpi
† vpi~x,t !#. ~2.6!
2-2
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PARTICLE PRODUCTION AND EFFECTIVE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 025002
The coefficientsbpi
(†) ,dpi

(†) are time independent and represe
the annihilation~creation! operators of particles and antipa
ticles, respectively, at the initial time. They obey the us
anticommutation relations

$bpi
† ,bp8 i 8%5dpp8d i i 8 , $dpi

† ,dp8 i 8%5dpp8d i i 8 ,

and zero for others. The expectation values of the crea
and annihilation operators in Eq.~2.6! determine the initial
state for the fermions. We take vacuum initial conditions
the fermions, so that the only non-zero expectation val
are

^bpibpi
† &5^dpidpi

† &51. ~2.7!

The fermion contribution to the current can now be e
pressed in terms of the mode functions,

^ j f
m~x,t !&52(

p

q

2
@ ūpi~x,t !igmupi~x,t !

2 v̄pi~x,t !igmvpi~x,t !#. ~2.8!

The time dependence is carried by the spinor mode funct
u and v, which are solutions of the Dirac equation in th
presence of the gauge field,

i ]0upi~x,t !5HD@A1~x,t !#upi~x,t !, ~2.9!

and similarly forvpi . The Dirac Hamiltonian has the usu
form

HD52 ia1~]12 iqA1!, a152g0g1. ~2.10!

The initial conditions for the mode functions are given by

upi~x,0!5
1

AL
eipxupi , vpi~x,0!5

1

AL
e2 ipxvpi ,

with upi (vpi) positive ~negative! energy spinors of the
Dirac Hamiltonian att50: p labels the momentum eigen
states of the initial Dirac Hamiltonian. It takes the values

p5
2p

L S n2
1

2D ,

due to the antiperiodic boundary conditions on the ferm
fields. For these initial conditions with vacuum expectati
values~2.7!, the current~2.8! vanishes att50.

If the mean fields are restricted to be homogeneous, p
wavese6 ipx multiplying the mode functions can be factore
out at all times, and each mode function is the solution of
ordinary differential equation. In the more general case t
the mean fields are allowed to be inhomogeneous, this is
possible, and a large set ofpartial differential equations has
to be solved. In that case the labelp loses its interpretation
for t.0, and it simply labels a complete set.

The equations of motion are free from ultraviolet dive
gences and the sum over the mode functions in Eq.~2.8! is
finite. In the higher dimensional case charge renormaliza
would be necessary@1#. For a study of renormalization in th
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presence of the Yukawa term we refer to our previous pa
@7#. The energy of the system is the sum of the energy in
Bose fields and the fermion fields. The energy of the ferm
ons at time t is given by the expectation valueEF(t)
5(x^c i

†(x,t)HDc i(x,t)& and can be expressed as a su
over mode functions. This sum is quadratically divergent.
the numerical implementation this is regulated by the latt
cutoff: the effective equations are solved using a discret
tion on a lattice in space and real time~see Appendix A!. We
renormalize the energy by subtracting the bare fermion
ergy att50.

III. PARTICLE NUMBER AND THE WIGNER FUNCTION

Observables which may give insight about what happ
on the microscopic level during time evolution are curre
charge and energy densities. These are gauge invariant q
tities whose physical meaning is clear and unambiguous
they are straightforward to calculate. In addition to this,
has been shown in the case of homogeneous mean fields
more insight can be found with the concept of adiabatic
instantaneous particle number.

The adiabatic particle number is based on an expansio
the ~interacting! quantum field at each instant in time i
terms of a complete set of eigenfunctions of the Dirac Ham
tonian at timet ~we suppress flavor indices here!:

c~x,t !5(
E

@ b̃E~ t !ũE~x,t !1d̃E
†~ t !ṽE~x,t !#. ~3.1!

The coefficients of these eigenfunctions are then identi
with time dependent creation and annihilation operators
Eq. ~3.1! the eigenfunctions are denoted byũE ,ṽE , and the
complete set is labeledE. A Bogoliubov transformation re-
lates the expansions~2.6! and ~3.1!. The instantaneous par
ticle numbers at timet are thendefinedby the expectation
values

NE~ t !5^b̃E
†~ t !b̃E~ t !&, N̄E~ t !5^d̃E

†~ t !d̃E~ t !&.

In the case of homogeneous mean fields the instantan
eigenfunctions can be calculated analytically in terms
plane waves. For the inhomogeneous case the diagona
tion will in general have to be performed numerically, whic
makes the calculation rather involved. Furthermore, the
stantaneous eigenmodes of the Dirac Hamiltonian are
easily interpreted in terms of familiar concepts like quasip
ticles, e.g. concerning the relation betweenE and the quasi-
particle momentum. Therefore we now discuss another
proach, using correlation functions.1

The identification of particles can be motivated in gene
~for a weakly coupled system! by comparison with the non
interacting case, and for free fields the two-point functi
provides all the available information. Fields in equilibriu

1Correlation functions have been used in other contexts as w
see e.g.@18# for a study of defect formation during nonequilibrium
evolution with correlation functions.
2-3
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GERT AARTS AND JAN SMIT PHYSICAL REVIEW D61 025002
are homogeneous in space and time. In the interacting s
tion, one can look for subsets of the system which are ef
tively in equilibrium. Such subsets will only existlocally in
space and time, and one way to enforce homogeneity is a
eraging over small subset volumes of spacetime. This t
leads to a definition of particle numbers locally in space a
time. The optimal size of the subsets is not knowna priori,
and this may introduce a certain ambiguity. The depende
on the size of the subsets can be studied by changing it

One way to implement this idea is by studying the equ
time two-point function

S~x,y;t !5^c~x,t !c̄~y,t !&, ~3.2!

in particular in the following manner:

Sav~p,t !5
1

tav
E

t2tav/2

t1tav/2

dt8 S~p,t8!,

S~p,t !5E dz e2 ipz
1

LE dx S~x,x1z;t !. ~3.3!

The time average over a short time intervaltav will smoothen
oscillations in the Bose fields, and instead of averaging o
smaller spatial subsets, we choose here to integrate ove
complete spatial volume.2 Hence, the particle numbers wi
be defined locally in time only. This simplifies the analys
and has the positive effect of diminishing the fluctuations.
a side remark, it can be checked explicitly that this appro
reduces to a commonly used definition of particle number
the case of homogeneous mean fields@5,6#.

The fermion correlator is not gauge invariant, but the co
cept of quasiparticles is not gauge invariant in the first pla
although using them to compute observables such as en
and pressure should give gauge invariant answers. There
before averaging over space and time we need to fix
gauge. A suitable choice is the temporal Coulomb gau
A050, ]1A150, in which the remaining freedom o
‘‘large’’ gauge transformations is removed by requiringC
52LA1 /(2p)P(21,1#.

There are of course other possibilities. One is to u
gauge invariant modifications of the fermion correlator~3.2!,
for example,

W~x,y;t !5^c~x,t !c̄~y,t !U~y,x;t !&, ~3.4!

whereU is the parallel transporter:

U~y,x;t !5expF2 iqE
y

x

ds A1~s,t !G .
2In equilibrium the two-point function in Eq.~3.3! does not de-

pend onx at all because of translational invariance. Slightly out
equilibrium, the long wavelength inhomogeneities around equi
rium in the two-point function~or rather in the Wigner function; se
below! can be used to derive transport or kinetic equations by
plying a gradient expansion@15,16#.
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The path is along the shortest straight line connectingx and
y. Other paths are possible as well, which leads to a clas
gauge invariant modifications of the two-point function~3.2!.
The arbitrariness in choosing a gauge is now replaced
choosing a gauge invariant correlator. The aboveW(x,y;t) is
closely related to the single-time Wigner function@15,17#. In
terms of the relative coordinatez5x2y and the center-of-
mass coordinateX5 1

2 (x1y), the single-time Wigner func-
tion is given by a spatial Fourier transform of Eq.~3.4! with
respect toz:

W~X,p;t !5E dz e2 ipz WS X1
1

2
z,X2

1

2
z;t D .

We shall use its spatial and temporal average

Wav~p,t !5
1

tav
E

t2tav/2

t1tav/2

dt8 W~p,t8!,

~3.5!

W~p,t !5
1

LE dX W~X,p;t !,

similar as for the two-point function, Eq.~3.3!. In Appendix
B we show that the correlatorsS(p,t) andW(p,t) are actu-
ally closely related by mere interpolation between the d
crete momentap. In the following we shall continue with the
Wigner function.

In the spinor decomposition~in 111 dimensions!, four
functions appear:

W~X,p;t !5F~X,p;t !1 igmVm~X,p;t !1 ig5P~X,p;t !,
~3.6!

which are real, due to the elementary propertyW†(X,p;t)
5bW(X,p;t)b. We shall use the obvious notationFav(p,t),
etc., for temporally and spatially averaged coefficients.

For fermions characterized by momentump and massm,
the free field expression for the Wigner function is given

Wfree~X,p!5~12Np2N̄2p!
m2 ig1p

2Ep

1
1

2
ig0~12Np1N̄2p!, ~3.7!

Ep5Am21p2.

The arbitrary~anti!particle occupation numbers are given b
Np (N̄p). Since this is independent ofX, we now take as a
possible definition of time dependent particle numb
Np(t), N̄p(t) and effective massmp(t) the solution of the
three equations

Fav~p,t !5
1

2
Tr Wav~p,t !

5
1

2
@12Np~ t !2N̄2p~ t !#

mp~ t !

Amp
2~ t !1p2

, ~3.8!

f
-

-
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PARTICLE PRODUCTION AND EFFECTIVE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 025002
2V1av~p,t !5
1

2
Tr ig1Wav~p,t !

5
1

2
@12Np~ t !2N̄2p~ t !#

p

Amp
2~ t !1p2

,

~3.9!

V0av~p,t !5
1

2
Tr ig0Wav~p,t !

5
1

2
@12Np~ t !1N̄2p~ t !#. ~3.10!

The explicit solution of these equations is given in Appen
B. We have added a subscriptp on the effective mass param
eter to indicate a possible momentum dependence. The i
pretation ofmp as a mass is of course best whenmp(t) is
momentum independent, as in the free field case. A comp
son with the free Wigner function~3.7! gives zero for the
fourth functionPav(p,t)52Tr ig5Wav(p,t). Hence, this co-
efficient cannot be used to find new information on the p
ticle numbers or effective mass, but it serves as a consiste
check.

Note that when the mean fields are homogeneous,
ticles and antiparticles with momentump can only be pro-
duced in pairs, andNp5N̄2p . In general, they can be differ
ent. It should be clear that we use the Wigner function o
to identify the instantaneous particle number at timet ~i.e.
after averaging over the short intervaltav). Therefore we
consider the single-time Wigner function instead of the
variant one. We do not attempt to solve the dynamics us
the Wigner function approach.

Our goal is now to solve the effective equations for t
Bose fields and the spinor mode functions. The Wigner fu
tion can be expressed in terms of the mode functions u
the expansion~2.6!, and from a calculation ofFav(p,t),
Vmav(p,t) andPav(p,t) the particle number can be extracte
This will be the subject of the following section.

IV. PARTICLE PRODUCTION

We solve the closed set of effective equations~2.2!–~2.5!,
~2.8!–~2.10! numerically. In this paper we take the followin
parameters: the dimensionful parameters are related
l/e250.25, eL53.2 and the dimensionless parameter in
scalar potential isv258. Then the volume is not very larg
but also not too small: in terms of the tree level bos
masses,mfL5A2lvL'6.4, mAL5evL'9.1. Furthermore,
the couplings are fairly weak:e2/mf

2 50.25. Some details on
the lattice implementation and choice of parameters can
found in Appendix A.

The inhomogeneous Bose fields are initialized such
all the energy initially resides in the long wavelengths. W
take vacuum field configurationsf(x,0)5v/A2, A1(x,0)
50, and use space dependent momenta. The results
sented below are obtained starting with
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]0f~x,0!53e cos
2px

L
12ie cos

2px

L
,

]0A1~x,0!5Gauss’ law1e2.

The electric field]0A1(x,0) is determined almost completel
by Gauss’ law~2.4!, up to a constant.

The Chern-Simons numberC and the axial charge pe
flavor, ^Q5&/nf , which agree in accordance with th
anomaly equation~2.1!, are shown during time evolution in
Fig. 1. Time is given in units of 1/e, which has the dimen-
sion of mass in 111 dimensions. We see one sphaler
transition. The energy of the Bose fields, the fermion fie
and the total conserved energy are shown in Fig. 2. Initia
the ~renormalized! fermion energy is zero, because of th
vacuum initial conditions for the fermions. We see that the
is energy transfer towards the fermion degrees of freedo

FIG. 1. Chern-Simons numberC and axial charge per flavou
^Q5&/nf versuset. The lines fall on top of each other, as expect
from the anomaly equation.

FIG. 2. Energy in units ofe in the Bose fields (EB), fermion
fields (EF) and their conserved sumET versuset.
2-5
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GERT AARTS AND JAN SMIT PHYSICAL REVIEW D61 025002
To analyze how the energy is distributed in the fermi
subsystem we have calculated the four functio
F(p,t), Vm(p,t) andP(p,t) which appear in the spinor de
composition of the Wigner function~3.5!, ~3.6!,3 and aver-
aged them over a relatively short time intervaletav54. This
interval is comparable with the elementary periods presen
the Bose system:etA52pe/mA'2.2, etf'3.1. Below, the
time et refers to the center of the intervaletav. With regard
to the spatial momentum dependence,p is written in terms of
the dimensionless combinationap, where a is the lattice
spacing. Note that the continuum regime is where the m
mentump is small with respect to the cutoffp/a, e.g. uapu
&0.5 ~see Appendix A!.

We solve the time dependent particle number from
three equations that are suggested by the free Wigner f
tion, Eqs.~3.8!–~3.10!, in the combination

Navp~ t ![
1

2
@Np~ t !1N̄2p~ t !#.

The result for the averaged particle number is shown in F
3. The particle numbers of the modes withuapu.1 are con-
sistent with zero, up to numerical precision. These modes
not excited at all. As can be seen from Fig. 3, essenti
only the physical~i.e. without lattice artifacts! fermions
~with uapu&0.5) are excited. Furthermore, the distributio
are much smoother than those obtained with homogene
mean fields@5,6#. Note that the distribution functions are n
symmetric underp→2p. This will be discussed below.

With respect to the time dependent massmp(t) in Eqs.
~3.8!–~3.10!, we find no significant deviation from the fre

3The results for the particle numbers presented below are nor
ized for one flavor, i.e. divided bynf52.

FIG. 3. Time dependent particle numberNav versusap, the
momentum in lattice units, at three different times. The parti
numbers are obtained from a time average over an interval of le
etav54 andet denotes the center of the interval.
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dispersion relationE5upu.4 Finally, we find thatV0av(p,t)
21/2 andPav(p,t) are consistent with zero for momen
uapu.0.5. For smaller momenta they fluctuate around ze
The amplitude in the case ofPav(p,t) is smaller than 0.005

In order to see whether the fermion subsystem effectiv
thermalizes locally in time we compare it with the Ferm
Dirac distribution function, depending on a time depend
temperatureT(t)51/b(t) and chemical potentialm(t):

f p~ t !5
1

exp$b~ t !@Ep2m~ t !q5p#%11
. ~4.1!

The chemical potential is coupled to the axial charge dens
and we use the notationq5p5sgn(p)5sgn(g5) to denote the
chirality. Note that this term breaks the symmetryp→2p.
In thermal and chemical equilibriumNp(t)5N̄2p(t)
5Navp(t)5 f p(t).

To compare the particle numbers with the Fermi-Dir
distribution, we plot log(Nav

2121) versusap. In equilibrium
this would result in a straight lineb(t)@ upu6m(t)#. The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 4. We see that the points seem to
approximately on straight lines, with small deviation
present. The lines through the points are obtained from
straight line fit. Note that the data denoted withet52 repre-
sent the averaged particle number in the first interval
,et,4, which contains less than 1.5 oscillations of t
Chern-Simons number~see Fig. 1!. Already here the low
momentum modes show approximate thermalization.

From least squares fits to the data we can find the t
dependent temperature and chemical potential, with err
The effective temperature is obtained separately fromp.0
andp,0 distribution functions and is shown in Fig. 5. Th
effective chemical potential is shown in Fig. 6. In this ca
we present the average of the chemical potential obtai

al-
4In the analysis we use of course the lattice dispersion relatio

e
th

FIG. 4. Transformed particle number log(Nav
2121) for the data

of Fig. 3. In equilibrium this would giveb(t)@ upu6m(t)#. The lines
are obtained from a straight line fit.
2-6
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from the p.0 and p,0 distribution functions, since the
fluctuations are rather large. The errors correspond to
least squares fit.

If the fermions are in thermal and chemical equilibrium
with possiblyslowlyvarying time dependent temperature a
chemical potential, and interactions are neglected, the r
tion between̂ Q5&, EF , T andm is as follows. For massles
fermions,Ep5upu, we find that in that case the axial charg
is given by

FIG. 5. Time dependent effective temperature versuset, ob-
tained from least squares fits~with errors! from the transformed
particle numbers as in Fig. 4, forp.0,p,0 separately. The line
denoted withEF ,C is obtained from Eq.~4.2!, i.e. assumingthat
the fermions are in thermal and chemical equilibrium.

FIG. 6. Time dependent effective chemical potential versuset,
obtained as in the previous figure. Here the result is averaged
the chemical potentials obtained from thep.0 andp,0 fits. The
line denoted withC is again obtained from Eq.~4.2!.
02500
e

,

a-

^Q5&
L

5nfE
2`

` dp

2p
q5pF 1

eb(Ep2mq5p)11
2

1

eb(Ep1mq5p)11
G

5nf

m

p
.

With the help of the anomaly equation^Q5&5nfC, this gives
m in terms ofC. Likewise, the renormalized fermion energ
at finite temperature and chemical potential can be ca
lated,

EF

L
5nf S p

6
T21

1

2p
m2D , m5

pC

L
. ~4.2!

Given C and EF , we can predictT and m assumingthe
fermions are in equilibrium and neglecting interaction
These predictions are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 as well.~Here
the error is the standard deviation of the average in an in
val etav54, treating the data as uncorrelated.! We see that
the equilibrium temperature obtained from Eq.~4.2! lies sig-
nificantly below the effective temperatures obtained from
particle distribution functions. Presumably this reflects t
fact that the fermions are of course not really free.

The chemical potential from the fits has large fluctuatio
and errors. This is possibly due to finite size effects. T
time independent equilibrium result~4.2! suggests that the
chemical potential will be sensitive to time dependence
the Chern-Simons number~see Fig. 1!. This dependence
should decrease when the volumeL gets larger.

V. CONCLUSION

We presented numerical results for fermion particle p
duction in the presence of inhomogeneous time depen
Bose fields. The quantum field dynamics was approxima
by effective mean field equations of motion for the Bo
fields coupled to quantized fermion fields, represented
mode functions. The particle number was extracted from
single-time Wigner function, using the free Wigner functio
as a guideline. For strongly coupled theories, such an
proach would presumably not be possible.

A comparison of the particle number with a time depe
dent Fermi-Dirac distribution, i.e. containing a time depe
dent temperature and chemical potential, showed that
produced particles are approximately in thermal equilibriu
already after the first few oscillations of the Bose fields. T
effective temperature increases when more energy is tr
ferred towards the fermion degrees of freedom. Note t
these results are quite different from those obtained w
only homogeneous Bose fields, in which case particle dis
butions are typically non-thermal. As a result of the inhom
geneous gauge field, the equations studied here contain
sical ~screened! Coulomb scattering of the particle-lik
modes, whereas this is absent in the case of homogen
mean fields, for which mode coupling is severely reduce

In this paper our main focus was on fermion particle p
duction. An analysis of the complete system, e.g. of the ti

er
2-7
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dependent energy distribution of the Bose fields, remain
be done.

This study may be relevant for inflationary scenarios. P
heating of the universe is usually analyzed by coupling
homogeneous inflaton field to the particle mode functio
leading to resonance band structures and highly non-the
particle distribution functions~see e.g. references given
the Introduction!. The stability of these resonance bands a
the time scales of thermalization will be affected when inh
mogeneities are taken into account.
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APPENDIX A: LATTICE IMPLEMENTATION

We solve the effective equations numerically, using a f
mulation of the theory on a lattice in space and time. F
details concerning especially the fermion fields we refer
@7#; here we repeat only what is necessary. We use a la
in space withN sites and lattice spacinga, such thatL
5Na. The indexp labeling the mode functions then takes
finite number of values,

p5
2p

L S n2
1

2D , nPH 2
1

2
N11, . . . ,

1

2
NJ , ~A1!

and the total number of mode functions is given by 2nfN
54N. On the lattice the dispersion relation is modified a
reads, for massless Wilson fermions@7#,

Ep5Asp
21mp

2, sp5a21sinap, mp5a21~12cosap!,
~A2!

wheremp is the ‘‘Wilson mass.’’ The maximal fermion mo
mentum on the lattice equalsap5p(121/N).p, in units
of the lattice spacing. For such high momenta lattice artifa
are important. The physical modes are those with mome
that are small in lattice units, since thenEp5upu@1
1O(a2p2)#. A rough guideline isuapu&0.5; forap50.5 the
correction term is approximately 1%. The time step is d
noted by a0. The lattice parameters areN564 and a0 /a
50.005.

APPENDIX B: NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF THE
WIGNER FUNCTION

In this appendix we describe how we calculate the Wig
function numerically on the lattice. We also compare t
single-time Wigner function with the gauge fixed equal-tim
two-point function.

While the definition of the Wigner function is manifest
gauge invariant, it is particularly convenient to calculate it
02500
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the ~completely gauge fixed! Coulomb gauge. We define thi
~suppressing the time dependence! by

A1
c5A1~x!1]1uc~x!, ]1A1

c50, 21,Cc<1,
~B1!

where the gauge fixed Chern-Simons number isCc

52LA1
c/(2p). This completely fixes the gauge. In partic

lar the freedom under large gauge transformations is fixed
the last requirement in Eqs.~B1!. We recall that due theq
5 1

2 charged fermions,C51 is not gauge equivalent toC
50, but e.g. toC521. The fermion fields transform ac
cordingly, c(x)→cc(x)5exp@iquc(x)#c(x). The parallel
transporter in the Wigner function is in this gauge simp
U(y,x;t)5exp@iqA1

c(y2x)#.
The Wigner function, averaged over the lattice in spa

becomes

W~p,t !5
1

L (
X

(
z

e2 i (p1qA1
c)zK ccS X1

1

2
z,t D

3c̄cS X2
1

2
z,t D L . ~B2!

Up to the factor exp@2iqA1
cz#, this is identical to what would

have been obtained when started from the Coulomb ga
fixed propagator. To evaluate it, we first calculate the Fou
transform of the gauge fixed two-point function

S~p,t !5(
z

e2 ipz
1

L (
X

K ccS X1
1

2
z,t D c̄cS X2

1

2
z,t D L ,

~B3!

which is the discrete Fourier transform of an antiperiod
function. Hence we knowS(p,t) at a discrete set ofp values,
namely those given by Eq.~A1!. Using interpolation and
extrapolation, the value ofS(p,t) at other values ofp can be
found as well. It follows from comparing Eqs.~B2! and~B3!
that the Wigner function is given byW(p,t)5S(p1qA1

c ,t).
The gauge fixed propagator shows discontinuous beha

when the Chern-Simons number crosses the boundarie
by fixing the freedom under large gauge transformations
Eqs. ~B1!. We expect these discontinuities to become le
important when the volume is increased. On the other ha
the presence of the time dependent phase factor in Eq.~B2!
leads to a smooth behavior of the Wigner function when
Chern-Simons number changes during time evolution.

Finally, the explicit expressions for the time depende
particle numberNp(t), the antiparticle numberN̄p(t) and the
effective massmp(t) in terms of the functionsFav(p,t) and
Vmav(p,t) can be obtained as follows. First note from Eq
~3.8! and ~3.9! that

F av
2 ~p,t !1V 1av

2 ~p,t !5
1

4
~12Np2N̄2p!2,
2-8
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which givesu12Np2N̄2pu. The sign can be found from Eq
~3.9!, and

Navp~ t !5
1

2
~Np1N̄2p!

5sign@pV1av~p,t !#AF av
2 ~p,t !1V 1av

2 ~p,t !1
1

2
.

The individual ~anti!particle numbers~instead of the sum!
can be found by adding or subtracting

2V0av~p,t !1
1

2
5

1

2
~Np2N̄2p!.
. R

E

a

ki

J

E

n,

02500
The effective mass, or more generally the dispersion relat
can then be found from

Amp
2~ t !1p25

pFNavp~ t !2
1

2G
V1av~p,t !

,

providedV1av(p,t)Þ0 of course. However,V1av(p,t) van-
ishes only whenNavp(t)2 1

2 equals zero as well, since th
momentump on the lattice is always different from zero, du
to the antiperiodic boundary conditions in space@see Eq.
~A1!#. Note that sinceFav(p,t) andV1av(p,t) are both real,
Fav(p,t)/V1av(p,t)52mp(t)/p is real as well, which im-
plies thatmp(t) is real.
E.
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